Title word cross-reference

2 [1274]. 3 [994, 1172, 1247, 1371, 1417, 1519, 1529, 1530, 1715]. k [1283].
*droid [1674].
//www.acm.org [1008]. / [1719].
360 [15]. 3es/= [1008].
4.2BSD [370]. 4.3BSD [370].
50th [648, 745]. 50th-Anniversary [648].
D [994, 1172, 1247, 1274, 1371, 1417, 1519, 1529, 1530, 1715]. **Dance** [217].


**Digital** [29, 179, 270, 643, 763, 869, 872, 874, 877, 1347, 1459, 1488, 1533, 1585].


Loaders [51]. Local [235, 333, 483, 1236, 1407]. Localizability [1539].
Localization [1336, 1463, 1539, 1608, 1645]. locally [1203]. Location [1318].
Logic-Based [1558]. Logical [229, 237, 246, 384, 812, 1015, 1183].
Logics [814, 1090, 1131, 1297]. Long [211, 1411, 1646]. Long-Distance [1646].
LR [68]. LZ77 [1388].
Machine [114, 392, 469, 594, 596, 769, 991, 1197, 1198, 1280, 1338, 1457, 1479, 1604, 1671, 1678, 1707]. Machines [48, 529, 1156, 1468, 1566, 1668].
15


[914]. Orientation [573, 1172]. Oriented
[15, 31, 32, 326, 415, 706, 712, 754, 851, 912, 913, 918, 920, 921, 924–
926, 1012, 1042, 1134, 1136, 1140, 1144, 1150, 1152, 1154, 1164, 1165, 1170, 1171,
1175, 1207, 1218, 1275, 1339, 1349, 1362, 1526, 1610]. oscillator [1462]. other
[916, 1080]. our [1130]. Out-of-Band [1643]. outcomes [1345]. Outdoors
Overlap [24]. Overlapping [1426]. overlay [1326]. Overview
[73, 75, 80, 101, 112, 167, 207, 453, 679, 983, 984, 1152, 1220, 1276, 1286, 1346, 1457]. OZ
[839].

P2P [1403, 1591]. PAcceptor [1166]. Pace [1624]. Packages [47]. packer
Paradigm [557, 720, 800, 1478, 1562]. Paradigms
[440, 476, 574, 577, 717, 718, 722, 916, 930, 1512, 1685]. Parallel
[92, 112, 114, 299, 345, 346, 433, 547, 548, 583, 655, 659, 674, 970, 1005, 1125, 1618, 1656].
Parsing [68]. Part [294, 295]. Partial
[728, 741, 880, 1008, 1011, 1016, 1018, 1025, 1027, 1029–1031, 1034–1036, 1038].
Particle [1628]. Partitioned [367, 1547]. Partitioning [1722]. Pascal
path [784]. Paths [133]. Pattern
[652, 1135, 1143, 1324, 1402, 1464, 1535, 1641]. Pattern-Based [1535].
Pattern-matching [652]. patterns [916, 920, 926, 1100, 1111, 1149, 1173].
Paxos [1527]. Peer [1234, 1261, 1413, 1429, 1437, 1447, 1454, 1629].
Peer-to-Peer [1234, 1261, 1413, 1429, 1437, 1447, 1454, 1629]. [1364, 1719].
Interpreter [5]. Join [1502]. server [1002]. sub [1454]. Subscribe
[1461]. Performance
[40, 84, 87, 155, 160, 344, 361, 483, 542, 552, 586, 671, 743, 795, 802, 958, 1004,
1056, 1079, 1173, 1180, 1193, 1205, 1212, 1309, 1421, 1559, 1652, 1711]. Period
[211]. Permanent [1614]. Permutation [119, 136]. Permutations
[137, 138]. Perplexed [443]. Persistence [400, 920]. Personal
[506, 810, 1386]. Personalized [1361]. Perspective [17, 616, 656, 797, 929, 941,
980, 1094, 1164, 1188, 1295, 1398, 1412, 1415, 1526, 1645, 1713]. Perspectives
philosophy [1121]. Phone [1510]. Physical
[642, 1389, 1487, 1668]. Physical-Data [642]. physical-layer [1389]. Physically
[509, 599, 664, 768, 784, 1214, 1291, 1438, 1520, 1626, 1682]. plans [1453].
project [1158, 1345]. Projecting [203, 204]. Projection [205, 1390].
Projects [170]. Projects [74]. promising [823, 850]. Propagation
[614, 1533, 1613]. Properties [53, 914, 948, 950, 1284, 1702]. proposals [1453].
[1624]. Protection [1489]. Protein [1322]. Protein-to-protein [1322].
Protocol [1595]. Protocols
PSO [1628]. Psychological [251]. Psychology [247, 252, 1456]. pub
Subscribe [1216, 1647]. publishing [1320]. pubs [1008]. PUFs [1581]. Pure
QoE [1586]. QoS [634, 1267, 1362, 1392, 1586, 1597]. QoS-Aware [1597].
quadrature [1379]. quadrics [1202]. Quadtree [341]. Qualitative
[595, 1530, 1558, 1702]. Quality [200, 757, 888, 965–968, 1300, 1419, 1439].
Quantitative [1118]. Quantum [1182, 1266, 1694]. Quasi [211].
Quasi-Random [211]. Query
[248, 339, 350, 524, 628, 673, 1185, 1283, 1318, 1358]. querying [1107].
Question [214, 215]. Questions [241]. Queueing
[126, 156–159, 161, 162, 458, 459, 472, 1502]. Queuing [155, 414, 531].
[211, 317, 1271, 1334, 1672]. Randomization [537]. Randomized [651].
Range [213, 520, 553]. Rank [1521]. Ranking [1596]. Rare [1613]. Rate
[344]. ratio [1236]. Re [1066, 1125]. Re-configurable [1066]. re-use [1125].
Reaction [1541]. reactive [666, 1435]. Reading [411]. Real
Real-Time
[110, 694, 758, 942–947, 949–953, 1131, 1297, 1356, 1483, 1484, 1587, 1640, 1719].
real-world [994]. reality [1086]. Realization [1258]. Realizing [1584].
Reasoning [528, 595, 607, 609, 781, 1186, 1558]. reidentification [1467]. Related
[222–224, 341, 979, 1500, 1502]. relating [805]. Relation [1491]. Relational
20
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Table [38, 81, 1048, 1070, 1462]. tabled [1030]. Tables [69, 79]. tabletop [1470]. Tabulation [243]. Tackling [1555]. tactical [1032]. Tag [1634].


technological [849]. Technologies [637, 911, 1234, 1322, 1333, 1465, 1474, 1665, 1698, 1705]. Technology [95, 690, 803, 823, 842, 871, 894, 922, 925, 960, 1200, 1212, 1321, 1386, 1570].

text-compression [652]. Texture [994]. Their [483]. theorem [1032].


timed [1477]. Timing [948, 1701]. TLP [211]. Today [564]. Tolerance
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